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The staff wishes to thank 
Dr. George Comfort for his 
very helpful advice, and 
also Tom Todd for his 
many pictures. 
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GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN 
Remember . climbing the horeshoe on frosty November 
mornings stopping to catch your breath at the top and 
watching the rising sun color the Eastern sky . . . mornings 
when the hill-top was shrouded in silent fog ... racing winds 
that carried snow or leaves and boldly pushed you back­
ward ... 
halls clogged with boisterous boys and gossiping girls 
small talk overheard in the locker-room 
the ten second rush to class before the door closed . . sway­
ing rails you precariously balanced on ... the fountain that 
didn't fountain .. slamming locker doors at twenty of 
the office slips-pink, blue, yellow, and white 
games-slippery fields, sunblistered tracks, hilarious victo­
ries, silent defeats ... 
nickleodeon dances and swank formals . . . the Big Apple, 
Lambeth Walk, Jitterbugging, Gull Lake Gallop, Conga Chains. 
patient teachers 
friendships, most important of all 
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Dedicated 
To those former students of 
State High, now serving in the 
armed forces of our country. 
"Let every man honor and love the 
land of his birth and the race from 
which he springs and keep their 
memory green. It is a pious and 
honorable duty." 
Henry Cabot Lodge 
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DR. ROY C. BRYAN 
Principal 
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IRIS AGAR 
Dance Club 1, 2, 3, Monitor 3, 4; Highlander 4. 
JACQUELINE ANDERSON
Cheerleader 2, 3, 4, Book Club 4, Dance 1, 3, 4, 
Highlander 4; Monitor 4; Masquers 1, 2; Aviation 
3; Pep Club 1, 3; Choir 2, 4; "Gondoliers", 
"Pmalore"; Driving I. 
ROBERT BAXTER
Hunters Club 4, Baseball 4; Football 1, 2; Basket­
ball 1, 2; Track 1, 2; Radio Club 2; Archery Club 2; 
Aviation Club 2, 3; fisher's Cub 3; Dance Club 3. 
DOROTHY BENDER
Bridge Club 4; Music Club l; Girl Reserve·s l· 
Dance Club 1, Debate 2, Declamation 2: 
Dramatics 2. 
GRACE BOEHMAN 
Vocational Reading 4; Bridge Club 4; Av1at1on 3, 4; 
Choir 1, 2, 3, 4; "Mikado", "Gondoliers", "Pirates of 
Penzance··, "Pinafore"; Masquers 1, 2; Pep Club 1, 
3; Dance Club 1, 2. 
JESSIE BROWN
Monitor 4; Pep Club 1, 2; Dance Club 1, 2, 3; 
Band 1, 2; Choir 1, 2, 3; "Gondoliers", "Pirates 
of Penzance"; Sub-Deb Club 2; Orchestra 3. 
fOYCE BROWN
Monitor 4; Pep Club 1, Dance Club 1, 2, 3; Band l; 
Sub-Deb Club 2; "Mikado", "Gondoliers", "Pirates 
of Penzance"; Orchestra 3. 
ROBERT BUCKHOLZ
Monitor 1, 2; Track 1, 2; Dance 3; Hunter's Club 
3; fisher's Club 3. 
�EON BUCKHOUT
Pep Club I; Dance Club 1. 2; Radio Club 1, High­
lights 2; Choir 2, 3, 4, ··Mikado", "Gondoliers", "Pina­
fore", "Pirates of Penzance''. 
LARRY BURDICK
Aviation 3; Bridge 3; Camera Club 1, Band l; 
Football 1, 4, "S"; Tennis 4. 
BETTY CALDWELL 
Highlights 3, 4; Masquers Club l; Dance Club 1, 
Book Club 3: Bridge Club 3; National Honor Society 
3; Choir 2, 4, "'Gondoliers", "Pinafore··. 
JOAN CARTER
Highlights 2, 3, Ed 4; Orchestra 1, 3, 4; "Pina­
fore", "'Pirates of Penzance"; College Orchestra 
Masquers 1, 2, 3; Band l; Dance 2; National 
Honor Society 3; "Leavenworth Case". 
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GLORIA COLLINS 
Driving Club l; Girl Reserves 1, 2, 3; Mus,c Club l; 
Choir 2. 
JEANNE CRAIG 
Vocational Read,ng 4; Masquers 1, 2, Dance Club 
2: "Why Chimes Rang" 2. 
ROBERT CRANE 
Entered 4; Masquers 4; Chess 4; Vocations Club 4. 
CHARLES DEAN 
Entered 4; Student Councll 4; football 4 "S"; 
Highlander 4; Tennis 4. 
JACK DONLEY 
Entered 4; Choir 4. 
MARY ELDRIDGE 
Highlights 3, 4; Masquers I, 2: Class Treasurer 
l; Monitor I, 2, Book Club 3; National Honor 
Society 3. 
ELISABETH FOLEY 
Highlights 4; Masquers I, 2: Monitor 3; Bridge Club 3. 
NOREEN GA TENBY 
Monitor 2, 3, 4; Bridge Club 3, 4· Vocational 
Reading 4; Debate I; Masquers 1,' 2; Student 
Council I; Sec. of Jr. Class. 
DAVID GAUSS 
Bridge Club 3, 4; Highlander 4; Camera Club l; 
Masquers 2; Student Council 2; Track 2; Aviation 3. 
ENGENE GRASHORN 
Highlights 4; Baseball 4; Dance· Club I; Hi Y I; 
Masquers I, 2; Basketball I; Radio Club 2· 
Archery 2; fisher's Club 3. 
ROBERT GRAY 
Entered 2; Masquers 4; Debate 4; Track 2: Basketball 
2; football 2, 3; Baseball 3; Monitor 3. 
BARBARA HAAS 
Choir 2, 3, 4; "Gondoliers", "Pirates of "Penz­
ance", "Pinafore"; Girl Reserves I, 2· Music 
Club l; Red Cross 3. 
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MYRALIN HAGERMAN 
Monitor 4; Bndge 4; Choir 3, 4; Masquers Club I, 
Girl Reserves 1, 2; "Pirates of Penzance", "Pinafore". 
HAROLD HANSELMAN 
Entered 2; football 4, "S"; Track 2, 3, 4; High­
lander 4; Band 2, 3, H, Y 3, 4; College Band 2. 
DEANE HARSHA 
Student Counc,I 4, Bndge Club 3, 4; Vocational Read­
ing 4; Dance Club I, 3; Radio Club 2; Archery Club 
2; Book Club 3, 
VIRGINIA HODGSON 
Entered 2; Highlights 2, 4; Monitor 3, 4; Debate 
4; Dance Club 2, 3; Masquers Club 2. 
GERTRUDE HOPPENBRAUER 
first Aid Club 2; Choir 2, 3; "Mikado", "Gondoliers", 
DEAN HUDNUTT 
Entered 3; Student Council 3; Masquers 3; De­
bate 3, 4; Pres. Student Council 4; Tennis 4, 
DORIS !ESSON 
Highlights 4; Choir 2, 4; "Pinafore"; Bndge 3; Dance 
Club I, Pep Club I; Masquers 2. 
DICK JOHNSON 
Pres. of Orchestra 4; H, Y I; Band I; Orchestra 
I, 4; Choir I, 2; football 2; Basketball 2; Dance 
Club 2; Tennis 4, 
MILTON JOHNSON 
Entered 2; football 2, 3, 4 "S"; Basketball 2; Track 
2; Monitor 2, 
JARVIS KAY 
Entered 2; fooli::,all 4; H, Y 2, 4; Track 2, Da�c• 
Club 2; Aviation 3; fisher's Club 3, 
EILEEN KELLOGG 
Dance Club 4; Pep Club 4; Girl Reserves I, 2; Mas­
quers I, 2; Book Club 3; Red Cross 3. 
JACQUELINE KING 
Choir 2, 4; "Pinafore"; Dance Club 1-2; Sub-Deb 
Club 2. 
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MARVIN KINNEY 
Football 1, 2, 4; Baseball 2, 4; Hunter's Club 4· 
Fisher's Club 4; Dance Club 2, 4; Archery Club 1, 4; 
Basketball 1, 2. 
AUDREY KITE 
Entered 2; Highlights 4; Monitor 4; Dance Club 
2, 3. 
ELEANOR KLEPPER 
Entered 2; Bridge 3, 4; Girl Reserves 2, Archery 2. 
RUTH KOFFEL 
Student Council Sec. 4; Highlander 4; Masquers 
l; Student Council l; Monitor l; Sub-Deb Club 
2; Sec. of Class 2; Highlights 2; Treas. of Class 
3; .. Pirates of Penzance .. , Choir 3; National 
Honor Society 3. 
FRANK McNUTT 
Track 4; Football I, 2, 3, 4 .. S .. , Basketball 1, 2: 
Track 2, 3, 4; Archery 2; Dance 3; Bridge 3. 
DAYLE MARTIN 
Debate 4; Book Club 4; Student Council 4; Bridge 
3, 4; Sec. of Class 4; Dance Club 1, 3; Girl Re­
serves 2; Masquers 2. 
MARY CARYL MARTIN 
Entered 2; Book Club 4; Bridge Club 3, 4: Vocational 
Reading 4; Monitor 3, 4; Sub-Deb Club 2; Masquers 
2: Dance Club 2. 
LLOYD MEADOWS 
Chess Club 4; Hi Y 4; Archery Club l; Driving 
I; First Aid Club 2, 3. 
WILLIAM MEYERS 
Entered 2 ;Monitor 4; Taxidermy Club 3, 4; Hunter's 
Club 2, 3; First Aid Club 2. 
CARL MILLER 
Entered 2; Football 2, 3, 4 .. S .. , Monitor 3, 4· 
Radio Club 2, 4; Track 3, 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3: 
4; Vocational Reading 4; Archery Club 2, 4. 
WILLIAM MORGAN 
Entered 2; Band 3. 
DOROTHY MUSSELMAN 
Highlights 4: Band 3, 4; Orchestra 2, 4; Girl Re­
serves 1, 2. 
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RONALD MYERS 
Entered 2; Pres. of Class 4; Football 2, 3, 4 "S"; 
Highlander 4; Monitor 2; Track 3; Hi Y 3; Dance 
Club 3. 
RICHARD NEEB 
football 1, 2, 3 "S"; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4 "S"; 
Baseball 1, 2, 3 "S", 4; Choir 2 3, 4; Masquers 
2, 4 Archery 1, 2, 4; Camera Club 1, 4; first Aid 
Club 4; Dance Club 3; "Gondoliers", "Pirates o! 
Penzance'', ''Pinafore''. 
ROBERT OBREITER 
Baseball 2, 3; Hunter's Club 2, 3, 4; Hi Y 2, 3; Dance 
Club l; Camera I. 
MARILYN PARSONS 
Debate Club 1, 2; Masquers 1, 2, 4; Bridge Club 
3, 4; Red Cross 4; P. D. Q. 4; Sec. of Class 2.  
EDWIN PECK 
Entered 2; Bridge Club 4; Dance Club 2, 4; Goll l; 
Basketball 1, 2; Masquers 2, 3; fisher's Club 2, 3; 
Aviation 3. 
MARY JEANETTE PERDEW 
Highlights 3, 4; Orchestra l; Band 1, 2; Dance 
Club l; Pep Club l; Music Club l; Debate Club 
3; Choir 1, 2, 3, 4; "Mikado" ,"Gondoliers", 
"Pirates of Penzance", "Pinafore". 
ROBERT PIERCE 
Hi Y l; Pep Club l; Dance Club l; Pres, of Class l; 
Cheerleader l; Vice Pres. ol Student Council 2; Vice 
Pres. of Class 3, 4; Monitor 3, 4; Goll 4. 
ROLFE POWER 
Bridge Club 3, 4; Hi Y l; Football l; Basketball 
1; Masquers 2; Track 2; Monitor 2. 
PHYLLIS RALSTON 
Book Club 4; Bridge Club 3, 4; Highlander 3, 4; 
Monitor 2, 3, 4; Dance Club 1, 2; Pep Club l; Mas­
quers 2. 
MATTHEW RITSEMA 
Entered 2; Student Council 4; Basketball 2, 4 
Hi Y 2; Radio Club 2. 
MARILYN ROE 
Highlander 4; Bridge Club 3, 4; Monitor 3, 4; Mas­
quers 1, 2 .  
JACK ROGERS 
Entered 2; Student Council 4; Aviation Club 3, 4, 
Dance Club 2, 3, 4; Goll 3, 4; Basketball 2; Foot­
ball 2; Chess Club 2; Radio Club 2. 
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MARILYN ROOT 
Book Club 4; Choir 2, 3, 4, Dance Club 1, 2, 3, Pep 
Club l; Girl Reserves 2; Sub-Deb Club 2, "Gondo­
liers", "Pirates of Penzance", "Pinafore". 
CONSTANCE SARGENT 
Entered 2; Band 2, 3, 4; Masquers 2, 3, 4; 
Choir 2, 3; "Gondoliers", "Pirates of Penzance"; 
Debate 3, 4. 
BEVERLEE SCHARER 
Entered 2; Highlights 3, 4; Sub-Deb Club 2; Dance 
Club 2; Girl Reserves 2; Archery 2; Book Club 2, 3; 
Bridge Club 3. 
CAROL SEEL YE 
Book Club 4; Dance Club 1, 2, 3; Pep Club l; 
Sub-Deb Club 2 
JAMES SHILEY 
football 3, 4 "S"; Monitors 2; Track 3; Aviation 3; 
Hi Y 3. 
RICHARD SINON 
Aviation Club 3, 4; Hi Y 4; Band 1, 2, 3, 4; 
football l; Track 1, 2, 3 "S"; Archery Club l; 
Masquers 2; fisher's Club 3; Choir 2, 3, 4, 
"Gondoliers'', "Pirates ol Penzance", "Pinafore". 
RICHARD SLUSSER 
Highlights 3, 4; football 1, 2; Dance Club 1, 3; Mas­
quers l; Basketball l; Chess Club 2, Track 2; Base­
ball 4. 
ROBERT SMITH 
Entered 2; Basketball 1; football 2, Dance Club 
2; fisher's Club 2; Radio Club 2; Ht Y 2, 3. 
KATHRYN STIMSON 
Monitor 1, 2, 3, 4; Highlights 4; Masquers 1, 2; Stu­
dent Council l; Sec. of Class 2; Bridge Club 3. 
MORRIS STIMSON 
football 1, 2, 3 "S", 4 "S"; Track 3; Basketball 
I, 2, 4; Pres. of Class 2; Camera Club I; Stu­
dent Council I; Dance Club 3; Debate 4; Chess 
Club 4; Choir 3; "Pirates of Penzance". 
OWEN TOWNSEND 
Entered 2; Dance Club 2, 3, 4; Track 2, 3, 4; Hunter's 
Club 3; Basketball 2, 3; Masquers 2; fisher's Club 2. 
SHIRLEY UPJOHN 
Entered 3; Book Club 3, 4; Vocational Reading 
4: Monitor 4; Bridge 3; Masquers 3. 
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PEGGY VAN HAFTEN 
Entered 2; Masquers 2, 3, 4; Sub-Deb 3, 4; Book Club 
3, 4; Bridge 4; Dance Club 2, 3, 4; Declamation 3, 4. 
ROBERT WEISS 
Entered 2; Band 2, 3, 4; fisher's Club 2, 3; 
Aviation Club 3. 
NANITA WETHERBEE 
Entered 2; Highlights 4; Archery Club 2; Dance Club 
2; Bridge Club 3. 
JACK WOODS 
Entered 2; Band 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 1, 2; Fisher's 
Club 2; Dance Club 3. 
WESLEY WHIFFIN 
Book Club 4; Football 1, 2, 3 "S", 4 "S"; Basketball 
2, 3, 4; Dance Club I; Baseball 2, 3; Student Coun­
cil 2, 3; Hi Y 3. 
NO PICTURE 
LYNH THOMPSON 
Aviation Club 3, 4; Chess Club 2, 4; Hi Y 1, 2, 3; 
Football 1, 2. 
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SE NI OR OFFICERS 
President Ronald Myers 
Vice President Robert Pierce 
Secretary Dayle Martin 
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CLASS PROPHECY 
AS the long freight train disappeared int
_
o the distance, a bum picked him-
self up from the ground and made his way through the underbrush to 
the "jungle". In the hobo camp he found another gentleman traveler silting 
by the fire carefully perusing a rather battered issue of "Esquire ". The early 
arrival merely grunted a welcome and went on reading until the late-comer 
spoke to him directly. 
"Say, Bud, got a match?" 
"Huh? Sure. Say howdya know my name?" 
"What ya mean? I don't know your name." 
"Yeh? Well you called me BUD didn't ya? Well, that's my name." 
"No offense meant. My names Charlie. Charles Dean-they used to call 
me at Harvard." 
"Charles Dean? Harvard? Why, I know you. My name's Bud, Bud Han­
selman. Ain't you the guy I use'ta know at State High?" 
"Sure. You and I got out of that place in-let's see, was it 1942? Funny 
thing my running into you like this. Just a week or so ago I met an old school­
mate of ours in Chicago ... Jack Woods, remember him? He's a banker now 
and was all dressed up fit to kill. I had quite a time talking with him, yes, 
quite a time." 
"Well-I guess he didn't see me or something because he didn't say 
anything, but I said' 'Hi' to him." 
"Yeah, that's the way they all do. I seen Dick Neeb down at the Club 
Hollywood !'other day and he cut me dead." 
"You don't say] What's he doin' now? He must be making a lot of 
money to go there." 
"Not so much, he's only a doorman there. " 
The two were silent for a while as Bud continued to look at the magazine. 
After a moment, he exclaimed, "Hey, look at this picture]" 
"Say, that's all right] Who drew that?" questioned Chuck. 
"Some guy by the name of-let's see, it looks like Buckhout, you don't 
suppose that's Leon, do you? He always could draw pretty good." 
"Betcha it is. Must be nice to have nothin' to do but draw pictures of 
models, especially like that one." 
"Oh yes, Marilyn Parsons is a model or something like that now. I saw her 
picture on the back of an old "Colliers" in an ad. She looked purty as ever." 
"Marilyn Parsons? Who? Oh yes, she was that good-looking blonde in my 
German class. So, she's a model, I always figgered she would amount to 
something.'' 
"Yeah, she's quite a looker, but I guess she has her troubles too. I seen 
in the paper where her manager was suing her for something or other. Didja 
know that Bob Pierce was her manager? Yep, that's right. He always could 
talk pretty well." 
"Whatever happened to that Parchment bunch? I heard that Frankie Mc­
Nutt succeded Uncle Jakie out at KVP, but never heard what happened to any 
of the others." 
"Didn't ja hear. that Milt Johnson is teaching ethi-ethin-ethinology at 
some big college and Bev Scharer is running a dog hospital right here in the 
big city. Bill Meyers got to be a Congressman. He's trying to get some kind 
a labor bill passed. They say he's doing it to pay back Ron Myers for helping 
him get into office. I s'pose you know that Ron is the political boss out at 
Portage? " 
"Yoh, I heard that. Ron got that job through Ed Peck. He's head of 
Teamsters Local No. 7 out there. Matt Ritsema got into politics too. He's gover-
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nor of Alaska up there with all the Eskimos." 
"Yeah, Dayle Martin tried her hand at politics but couldn't get any further 
than president of the state W. C. T. U. Did Dean Hudnutt ever go into any 
politics after being president of the Student Council in our last year in high 
school?" 
"Dean Hudnutt? Oh yes, 'the Pride of Plainwell'. Some people thought he 
made quite a success of his life, but I can't quite see it. He used to have a 
kind of 'different' mind and now he has invented a windshield wiper to be used 
on glass bottomed boats. Now he's spending all his time trying to get some 
one to buy the rights to it. Speaking about Student Council officers, I ran 
across our secretary the other day in Hamtramck. I went around to a place 
advertised a genuine Swedish smorgasbord run by Swedes. The cook gave 
me a pretty good handout and let me eat ii there in. the kitchen and while I 
was sitting there I found out that Ruth Koffel owned the joint. I couldn't 
decide whether to go and see her or not but finally decided to take it on the 
lam so she couldn't see how my luck had been." 
"Well, that's interesting. Some of the girls really got up in the world, take 
Joan Carter, now, she's editor of some woman's magazine. It's called the 
"Woman's Digest". Then there's Phyllis Ralston, she's designing exclusive 
dresses for Saks. I saw some of her 'creations' in an old Life magazine I 
picked up." 
"Mary Eldridge ain't doin' so bad, neither. I stopped in at Jim Shiley's 
gas station to get out of the rain and listened to the radio there. She's Petunia 
in some radio serial called 'Life Can Be Awful'. We didn't listen to very much 
of it cuz it was too much sob sister. Jim was right nice to me. He lent me 
fifty cents and told me all the gossip about some of the gang. You must have 
heard that Jarvis Kay and Bob Weiss are tending bar at the Tin Tankard at 
Oshtemo. Carl Miller got to be a hoss doctor and has quite a business. He said 
that Bob Crane is a train engineer now." 
"Train engineer! That's pretty good, ain't it? What line's he on?" 
"He's not on any line, he's engineering the trains up at Gilmore's toy de­
partment." 
"Just before I left Wes Whiffen came in. He's travelling salesman for 
Kinney's vacuum cleaners. That's Marv Kinney, by the way. I guess Whiffen 
isn't just interested in selling vacuum cleaners, though." 
"Yeah, Marv Kinney, I remember when he got married. I got an invite to 
the weddin'. Bummed fifty cents to get a hair cut and then when I went into 
the barber shop I found out that Dean Harsha owned the joint and he gave 
me the hair cut free and a shave, too, so I saved the fifty cents and bought 
a flower for my lapel. Guess Marv got his wife through Jackie King's marriage 
bureau. She started way back during the war and built up her business with 
the slogan "Keep 'em frying'!" 
"I went to a wedding once'!, but I got kicked out and then I went out to 
the race track to try to pick up a little on the ponies. Dave Gauss runs one out 
a Hialeah. He invited me in for a couple of snorts but I refused him." 
"What? Are you kidding?" 
"Nope, haven't touched the stuff since I went to Dick Johnson's revival 
meetin' a couple of months ago. Old Dick's really pouring out the 'stuff' at 
those meetings. Still playing that cornet, too " 
"I was riding in a subway in New York once and reading the paper of the 
guy across from me. I saw one of those "Advice to the Lovelorn" columns in 
it and who do you suppose's writing it?'' 
''I'd kinda expect Jackie Anderson to do something like that but I know 
for a fact that she's a hair stylist out in Hollywood." 
"Well, you'd never guess, it was Dorothy Bender." 
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"That sure is something. Rolfe Powers is in New York, too. I saw his pic­
ture on some billboard advertising 'Slickum' hair tonic. Guess they picked 
him out cuz he has to look just right to teach dancing at Arthur Murray's 
dancing school." 
"When I came back from Wall Street-" 
"What was you doin' on Wall Street, 'H'? Selling Brooklyn Bridge to the 
suckers?" 
"I sold a few stocks and bonds but had to leave the market for 'business' 
reasons. Well, anyway, when I came back to Kalamazoo I went out to La 
Belle to see the old place and found out that Gracie Baerman runs it now. 
Quite a place out there now. I talked with Toni a little while and she told me 
that Peggy Van Holten was demonstrating cosmetics at the dime store. They 
had some trouble with the floor out there at La Belle and they called in Bob 
Obreiter. He's a pretty good exterminator and got rid of the termites in a 
hurry." 
The flame of the fire gradually died out and became glowing embers, cast­
ing weird shadows as the thoughts of two reunited friends remained in the 
distant past. Harold broke the silence, "Aw, those were the good old days, 
when I was in New York with the big shots. Dick Slusser and I went to the 
theatre and saw Owen Townsend and Audrey Kite in a musical comedy, 
'Go Fly Your Kite' or 'The Townsend Follies of 1965'. Since then, I've had 
quite a come-down but Slusser is still doing pretty well. You know he mar­
ried a wealthy old society dame and she handed in her chips quite a few 
years ago. I'd say that was pretty smart of him. He's got his eye on a chorus 
girl now." 
"Speaking of rich guys, Larry Burdick travels all around the world in the 
yacht of his and grows orchids for a hobby. His picture is in the Sunday 
paper all the time. I don't know how rich he is but Bob Gray wrote a book 
called 'Psychology and Its Influence in the Classroom'. Guess, its a best 
seller, though, so it must be pretty good." 
"What's that big title mean? It sure sounds good." 
"That's just a polite way to say Apple-Polishing." 
"Oh, do you ever see any baseball games? You know, a year or so ago 
saw on a poster some famous girls' baseball team was going to be at 
Hyames field so I went up on the hill and watched the game. They announced 
over the P. A. that Eleanor Klepper was pitching for the Kalamazoo Kittens." 
"Yeah, back when I was managing the Harvard Sluggers we made a trip 
to California. On the way out we stopped at Yellowstone Park and saw Vir­
ginia Hodgson. She's teaching flora and fauna. She was glad to see some­
one from the Celery City. She said the last person she'd seen was Eugene 
Grashorn. He'd come through there on his Fuller Brush route and had stopped 
to talk a while" 
"Fuller Brush man, huh? That's quite a job, I guess, but it takes lime and 
I need the rest too bad to get a job like that. I heard that Marilyn Roe is 
selling Real-nylon hosiery. It's helped her get by since her husband died. 
Her husband was Bob Baxter's first 'client' when he started up his mortuary. 
Barbara Haas is his reconstructive artist. That's what they call the people 
who fix up the stiffs' faces." 
"Seems like our old class of '42 is pretty well spread out. Iris Agar's 
way out in Wyoming running a dude ranch. Liz Foley's running a girls' school 
in Vermont. She retired from Boston society some while ago. After Mary 
Caryl Martin graduated from college in Indiana, she got married to some 
Hoosier and now she's got a couple of kids in school and is president of the 
state P. T. A. Course some of the bunch stayed around Kalamazoo. Noreen 
Gatenby is singing Irish ballads at 6:15 over WKZO and Gertrude Happen-
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brauer is a police woman at Lynn Thompson's detective agency. I hear that 
Lynn has a chance to be warden over at Jackson." 
Chuck slopped to light his almost empty pipe and brought out a can of 
Fortunate Stroke tobacco. He held up the can as he said, "I was down in Vir­
ginny a few years back and went lo one of them there tobacco auctions. Found 
Bob Buckholz there selling tobacco from his plantation. He has been raising 
tobacco down there for quite a while now. He grows some of the best tobacco 
in the country, I guess." 
"I go down every winier usually. See a lot of signs down near Chatanooga 
advertising the Brown's Bonny Beds. They have been running a tourist camp 
now for about seven years. They specialize in steaks from prize steers." 
"When I was in Cleveland last fall I saw posters advertising Mary Jean­
nete Perdew as the new streamlined Carmen. She's had record performances 
all over the country with her operas" 
Chuck was pensive as he said, "You know, I had a job, once, I was a 
waiter at the Statler. Didn't like the job too well but every now and then I'd 
see someone I knew. Jack Donley used to stop every once in a while to lobby 
for some corporation. Kay Stimson used to come in now and then to eat in 
the Crystal Room. Just the other day I saw where she was voted the best 
dressed woman of the year." 
"Did you konw that her brother, Bud Stimson, is in a queer kind of busi­
ness. He's a professional escort at the date bureau Shirley Upjohn's running 
in New York." 
"Another guy that's got a queer job is Bill Morgan. He's raising mush­
rooms in a cave down in Kentucky. I saw some of his giant mushrooms ad­
vertised in Jack Roger's butcher shop. 
"I had a job myself, once. I helped 'em put up the tents for the circus last 
summer. It's funny, but there were even people I knew in the circus. Dick 
Sinon was the barker for the fat lady and Dorothy Musselman was running 
the bingo stand. Doris Jesson was the human cannonball that they shot out 
of a real cannon. I found out how they worked those things but I can't tell 
you 'cause it's not ethical." 
"Yeah, I guess there's tricks to all trades. Gloria Collins is running a rest 
sanatorium in Ohio. She manages to make her clients stay there a month or 
two extra. Never thought when we graduated that some of our old pals 
would be doing what they are. Now take Eileen Kellogg, she's designing 
plastic furniture for a firm in Grand Rapids, and Myarilin Hagerman is doing 
interior decorating for prefabricated houses. Everyone's buying that kind of 
stuff now." 
"Yes, it's certainly queer what Fate has brought lo our class. Connie 
Sargent took a try in Hollywood and now is ticket taker at the Bijou. Jeanne 
Craig was an airline hostess for a while and then she married the son of the 
president of the Acme Airlines. Carol Seelye got killed in an airplane wreck. 
She was quite a reporter and was on her way to cover a story in New York." 
"Lloyd Meadows worked up from newsboy to city editor of the Gazette 
and then he bought a paper in Toledo. Betty Caldwell is the women's editor 
on that paper." 
"Well, that's just about everybody in the class, isn't it?" 
"Guess so, say-did you hear about Marilyn Root and Nan Wetherbee? 
They're on trial for using the mails to defraud on a get-rich-quick scheme. 
Too bad, they were such nice girls, too." 
The whistle heralded the approach of the Twlight Limited. Bud got up to 
leave and said, "Well, here comes my Pullman. It's been nice seeing you. 
We'll have to get together again sometime." 
FINIS 
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JUNIOR GIRLS 
Top Row-G. Slate, B. Griggs, B. Sisson, F. Donahue, J. Fogerty, B. Bigelow, ). Read, 
B. Bowman. 
2nd Row-M. Bowersox, N. Wood, A. Hanselman, M. Gilmore, M. Hiller, B. Canine, B. 
McLaughlin, F. Delano. 
3rd Row-P. Feltes, J. Spitters, B. Sherman, N. Stevens, J Morton, B. Shaffer, B. Lang. 
4th Row-B. Little, L. Schneider, T. Harbeck, S. Cook, M. Cornhill, D. LeRoy, B. Middlebush, 
). Gerpheide. 
JUNIOR BOYS 
Top Row--F. Flaitz, B. Malaney, S. Lewis, ). Field, D. Hicks, J. Morgan, D. Seelye, 0. Le­
Mieux, B. Conroy. 
2nd Row-). Anderson, B. Meiers, P. Kersten, ). Stoner, J. Abrams, ). Norrix, B. Johnson, H. 
Griffeon, B. Maloney, B. Keville, B. Williams. 
3rd Row-N. Robbers, B. Smith, J. Vandenberg, J. Sweetland, T. Todd, B. Roe, B. Fuller, 
D. Hanna, D. Rupple, M. Coombs.
4th Row-D. Lee, ). Folz, L. Lage, l. Kakabaker, H. Winchell, Bl Skinner, G. Kissinger, H. 
Barner, W. Lewis. 
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SOPHOMORE GIRLS 
Top Row-C. Berry, J. Vanderberg, E. Arnette, H. Thezelius, D. Hubbel, B. Baiz, B. DeRyke, 
M. Rooney, M. Wilbur, A. Kuempel, E. McAllister, M. Bigelow, J. Ekema.
2nd Row-). Britton, B. Miiler, A. Holdship, B. Burcaw, M. Dawson, V. Baumer, B. Herringa, 
M. Stelle, P Harrington, J. Pomeroy, A. Marr.
3rd Row-P. Smith, M. Fast, B. Glendenning, J. Matthews, R. Mayo, ). Maltby, J Pratt, L. 
Goldstein, B. Stevens, J. Rosenbaum, M. Kinney 
4th Row-Y. Moshier, J. McClintic, B. Carr, A. Rogers, C. Richardson, K. Hudson, J. Vander 
Linde, B. Wilson, J. Albertson. 
SOPHOMORE BOYS 
Top Row-H. Kendrick, M. Eicker, G. Moran, H. Parker, E. Koops, J. Skoubus, G. Pyle, J. 
Broholm, L. Purdy, B. Palmatier, J. McKinney, E. Campbell. R. Husted, H. Meyer, R. Du­
Mouchel, E. Ihling, P. Grofvert. 
2nd Row-G. Waber, R. Clark, B. Laughead, E. Dickenson, ). Van Boven, G. Young, B. Wat­
son, C. Hokenmaier, B. Shumaker, G. Smith, D. Griffen. 
3rd Row-B. Milham, B. DeKoning, B. Lawrence, J. Martin, D. Davidson, D. Kausrud, A. 
Statler, D. Walsh, B. Miller, B. Perrin, H. Hobbs. 
4th Row-A. Hilliard, D. Huyser, B. Espie, H. Weston, ). Young, B. Lee, S. Chase, C Myard, 
R. Sherman. 
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FRESHMEN GIRLS 
Top Row-D. Pyne, R. Bingham, ). Reade, P. Rooney, V. Worden, M. Delano, B. Fuller, 
C. Nichols.
2nd Row-P. Abrams, M. Amis, A. Leander, ]. Crum, ). Schrier, L. DeYoung, M. Bradfield, 
R. Morton, ). Ogden.
3rd Row-G. Bowersox, D. Krudner, P. Fisher, M. Miller, M. Elliott, A. Porter, M. DeHaan, 
E. Frey. 
4th Row-C. Patterson, R. Wooden, H. Harrop, M. Abnet, ). McCallum, M. Lane, B. Coleman. 
FRESHMEN BOYS 
Top Row-). Dunham, B. Heath, B. Anderson, ). Pattison, L. Griffin, J. Knauss, ]. Moss, G. 
Mellinger, N. Carver, ). Gilmore, C. Aube, C. Vander Weele. 
2nd Row-A. )aka, B. Kistler, B. )oner, W. Orwin, D. Beebe, ). Dorgan, L. Meadows, D. 
Carlson, ). Lawrence, ). Stephenson, D. Barnes. 
3rd Row-B. Gilbert, D. Fooy, C. Kline, D. Ritsema, ). Toornman, A. Buckholz, B. Cowie, 
l. Thayer, B. Cox, D. Auxier.
4th Row-R. Burnett, B. Adair, D. Morton, D. Brodie, B. Lorentz, ). Sweet, P. Nibbelink, D. 
Lambrix, B. Gleason. 
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ORGANIZATIONS 
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STUDENT COUNCIL 
THE Student Council is the link between the student body and the faculty.
It deals with problems which concern all the students; and listens to com­
plaints and suggestions, and works out solutions. 
Until this last semester the council has been composed of the student­
elected officers, and home-room presidents. When the Student Council Consti­
tution was revised last semester, the membership was enlarged by including 
the vice-presidents of the home-rooms. 
The constitution also provides for committees which plan all the assem­
blies and dances. 
Miss Ford, again this year, has served as the faculty advisor. 
Top Row-). Stephenson, N. Rabbers, J. Vandenberg, D. Hanna, D. Seelye, W. Lewis. 
2nd Row-M. Ritsema, C. Dean, G. Kissinger, B. Cowie, ). Moss, B. Fuller. 
3rd Row-B. Smith, B. Fuller, B. Perrin, D. Hudnut!, D. Harsha. 
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MONITORS 
THIS is the fifth successful year for the monitor system in State High. Per­
haps no other group deserves more recognition and praise than they. 
This group of students work in the office, take charge of the study halls, 
lunchroom, library, and many other invaluable tasks. The monitors, as leaders, 
of the school help it to function smoothly and efficiently. It was sponsored this 
year by Miss Spaeth. 
�- -, 
.0 
Top Row-N. Rabbers, J. Norrix, F. Flailz, B. Roe, B. Fuller, C Miller, D. Rupple, D. Griffith, 
B. Maloney, D. Harsha.
2nd Row-B. Glendenning, N. Gatenby, S. Upjohn, B. Shaffer, M. Bowersox, J. Prall, M.
Stelle, M. Hagerman, V. Hodgson, G. Slate, A. Marr. 
3rd Row-B. Canine, J. Fogerty, I. Agar, B. Bigelow, B. Pierce, A. Hilliard, B. Skinner, G. 
Kissinger, B. Meyers, B. Shumaker. 
4th Row-J Brown, A. Kite, J. Brown, J. Anderson, M. Cornhill, K. Stimson, M. Martin, P. 
Ralston, M. Roe. 
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HIGHLIGHTS 
THE State Highlights contains news of State High's activities, such as sports, 
dramatics, social functions, and assemblies. Assignments are handed out 
every two weeks by the Editor, and are written in informal journalistic style. 
The Highlights is a bi-weekly publication, and belongs to the Columbia Press 
Association. Miss Louise Walker sponsors the paper. 
Top Row-M. Perdew, D. lesson, ). Carter, J. Gerpheide, A. Hanselman, M. Hiller, B. Mc 
Laughlin, J. Martin, V. Hodgson. 
2nd Row-E. Foley, B. Palmatier, f. Knauss, N. Carver, ). Sweetland, E. Grashorn. 
3rd Row-N. Wetherbee, B. ScDurer, K. Stimson, M. Eldridge, B. Caldwell, D. Musselman, 
B. Espie.
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H. M. S. PINAFORE
H. M. S. Pinafore, popular Gilbert and Sullivan operetta, was presented
at the Civic Auditorium this year. All seats were sold out for the annual 
affair. This year's operetta was one of the best liked written by the team of 
Gilbert and Sullivan. There were many colorful choruses and lilting tunes 
that made it a hit performance. 
Left to Right-D. Neeb, J. Spitters, J. Field, B. Caldwell, L. Buckhout, M. Perdew, B. Conroy,
W. Lewis, D. Sinon.
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CHOIR 
THE Choir, whose members receive one-half credit for their work, has again 
won high esteem through its various activities. For four consecutive years 
the Choir has presented a Gilbert and Sullivan Operetta. This year they gave 
an outstanding performance of H. M. S. Pinafore. Another annual event in 
which the Choir participates is the May Festival. Besides these things, the 
Choir sings in assemblies and outstanding meetings. 
Top Row-B. Coleman, B. Stevens, J. Eckema, B. Fuller, D. Neeb, J. Field, W. Lewis, A. 
Kuemple, B. DeRyke, E. Arnett, N. Stevens. 
2nd Row-). McCa!lum, ). Matthews, B. Miller, P. Smith, L. Goldstein, G. Mellinger, D. Du­
Mouchel, B. Haas, B. Middlebush, D. LaRoy, J. Morton. 
3rd Row-J. Britton, P. Harrington, B. Herringa, H. Meyer, B. Cox, L. Buckhout, D. Sinon, 
J. King, M. Root, M. Amis.
4th Row-B. Wilson, E. Harback, T. Baerman, J. Spitters, J. Donley, J. Cox, B. Conroy, M. 
Perdew, B. Caldwell, D. Jesson, J. Anderson. 
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BAND 
U
NDER the baton of Mr. Wienier, the State High Band is one of the well
known organizations of the school. The band plays for the home football 
and basketball games, and travels to some of the other games. It gave two 
concerts this year for the school. 
Top Row-P. Fisher, J. McClintic, C. Sargent, K. Hudson, J. Vanderlinde. 
2nd Row-A. Weston, J. Lawrence, J. VanBoven, J. Norrix, J. Woods, D. Sinon, D. DuMouchel, 
D. Bailey, R. Kistler.
3rd Row-D. Pyne, R. Morton, B. Weiss, G. Mellinger, J. Morgan, B. Jones, D. Musselman, 
D. Ritsema.
4th Row-C. Patterson, D. Morton, B. Watson, B. Kausrud, B. Keville, B. Carr, M. Lane. 
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ORCHESTRA 
T
HE Orchestra has been planned for students who wish to express them­
selves through instrumental music. 
During the year it plays for assemblies and other meetings. A pit orchestra 
is selected to play for the operetta, however the whole orchestra plays for the 
graduation exercises. 
It was organized sixteen years ago under the baton of its present director 
Mr. George E. Amos. He is assi ted by student teachers from Western Mich­
igan College. 
Left Row-M. Bigelow, D. Musselman, R. Morton, B. Jones. 
Next to Left Row-M. Delano, A. Hilliard, K. Hudson, T. Lawrence. 
Center-). Carter, Mr. Amos, P. Nibbelink, F. Delano. 
Bass Violin-). Toornman. 
Brass-B. Anderson, D. Ritsema, B. Kausrud, D. Morton, D. Johnson. 
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MASQUERS CLUB 
MASQUERS Club is made up of students interested in dramatics. The club 
meets on Thursday, but throughout the week students work on acting, 
staging, directing, make-up, costuming, and other activities. Several plays are 
given during the year in assemblies and at other schools. They held the an­
nual "Dramatics Carnival" and cooperated with the Speech class in giving 
the spring play, "Tom Sawyer". Mr. Becker sponsored the club as usual 
Top Row-S. Chase, C. Myard, J. Norrix, T. Todd, R. Gray, R. Fuller, G. Mellinger, R. Crane, 
R. Conroy.
2nd Row-). Matthews, M. Amis, J. Spitters, M. Gilmore, P. VanHaften, R. Bingham, B. 
Canine, F. DeLano, L. Lage, B. Bigelow. 
3rd Row-C. Sargent, B. Kev.ille, B. Smith, N. Stevens, J. Morton, B. Bowman, ). Read, V. 
Worden, B. Fuller. 
4th Row-B. Adair, B. Gleason, D. Lee, J. McCallum, B. Coleman,, P. Abrams, M. Stelle, 
). Albertson. 
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DEBATE 
T
HE Debate Club is one of the most interesting in State High. During the
year the members participate in debates and learn the fundamental tech­
niques. There are three people on a team, and this may be either affirmative or 
negative. The debaters are given only one question for the entire year and 
then practice debates are given. Later on in the year there is a preliminary 
contest and this decides which schools will participate in the elimination con­
tests for the State Championship. Each team to enter these contests has to win 
six out of eight debates in the elimination contest. Next it is necessary to win 
every debate. There are two schools left at the end of the year and they 
debate at Ann Arbor to decide the State Championship. Here's all the luck in 
the world to our team. Mr. Becker is the sponsor of the debaters. 
Top Row-B. Fuller, B. Stimson, D. Hudnutt. 
2nd Row-L. Lage, B. Pierce, B. Shumaker, B. Gray. 
3rd Row-Mr. Becker, L. Schneider, C. Sargent, D. Martin. 
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FORENSICS 
F 
ORENSICS is divided into several different groups. There is the oratorical
declamation, oratory, extempore speech, dramatic declamation. State 
High has won all firsts in the district tournament which permits it to qualify 
for the Regionals. If we win in these we are given an opportunity to enter the 
State Contest. Forensics is sponsored by Mr. Becker and is open to any stu­
dent who wishes to participate. 
Top Row-!. Carter, E. Ihling, D. Hudnut!, L. Lage. 
2nd Row-Mr. Becker, L. Schneider, B. Glendenning, A. Hanselman, P. VanHaften. 
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CHEERLEADERS 
T
HE Cheerleaders deserve a great deal of credit for their hard work to
bring out the exceptionally fine spirit shown this year. When the teams 
needed pepping-up, the Cheerleaders were always on hand to help give the 
encouragement. It has been said that the spirit shown this year has surpassed 
that of any year in the past. 
Left to Right-B. Sisson, ). Read, J. Anderson. 
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TAXIDERMY 
T
HE purpose of the Taxidermy Club is to familiarize its members with the
art of stuffing animals; and to bring about an appreciation of the beauty 
of wild life. The club believes in conservation and feels that this can be ac­
complished through the study of taxidermy. 
Top Row-A. Kuempel, J. Anderson, C. Yonder Weele, B. Meyers, R. Heath. 
2nd Row-B. Miller, P. Smith, B. Stevens, D. Huyser, B. Skinner, C Klein. 
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HI Y 
T
HE Hi Y Club, sponsored under the local Y. M. C. A., works to establish
Christian principles and ideals. During their meetings they have talks, 
movies, and games. The club sponsors and arranges the annual "All Sports 
Banquet". The club is under the leadership of Mr. H. F. Amrhein. 
Top Row-N. Robbers, ). Abrams, J. Stoner, S. Lewis, 0. LeMieux, B. Smith, M. Coombs, 
P. Kersten, P. Kakabaker, H. Borner. 
2nd Row-D. Davidson, D. Sinon, J. Kay, H. Kendricks, G. Mellinger, B. Milham, B. Perrin, 
P. Grofvert, M. Eicher.
3rd Row-Mr. Amrhein, G. Smith, D. Bailey, L Purdy, B. Lee, J. Field, E. Dickinson, J. Rossi. 
4th Row-A. Hilliard, D. Huyser, J. Lawrence, B. Watson, K. Hokenmaier, B. DeKoning. 
G. Waber.
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SOCIAL DANCE CLUB 
T
HE Social Dance Club was organized for beginners, but a number of
veterans have joined during the year. They learn new steps, social court­
esy, and poise, under the leadership of Miss McRoberts. The club has done 
much to improve the attendance at the school dances. 
Top Row-G. Smith, B. Cox, B. Barnes, J. VanBoven, B. Miller, B. Heath, J. Knauss, J. Moss, 
B. Anderson, E. Peck, G. Mellinger, E. Campbell, J. Aube, J. Thayer, 0. Townsend,
R. Johnson.
2nd Row-B. Watson, J. Sweet, P. Nibbelink, D. Lambrix, W. Orwin, P. Abrams, M. Dawson, 
P. Harrington, J. Schrier, J. Crum, J. Ogden, M. Miller, B. Fuller. 
3rd Row-R. Morton, M. Bradfield, C. Nichois, j. Anderson, P. Fisher, M. Stelle, B. Herringa, 
M. Elliott, B. Kistler, G. Young, D. Husted. 
4th Row-L. DeYoung, M. Abnet, H. Harrop, R. Wooden, D. Morton, B. Coleman, B. Wilson, 
M. Lane, J. McCallum, G. Bowersox, M. Delano.
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BOOK CLUB 
THE purpose of the Book Club is good reading. During the period, book 
reviews are given and part of the time is spent in free reading. Mr. House­
holder, the sponsor, read aloud "Captain Blood" the last semester. The mem­
bers are given an opportunity to discuss both modern and classic literature. 
Top Row-C. Seelye, M. Root, G. Slate, A. Kuempel, P. Rooney, N. Stevens, S. Upjohn. 
2nd Row-W. Whiffin, P. Abrams, B. Bowman, B. Sisson, J. Fogerty, M. Elliott, W. Lewis. 
3rd Row-L. Schneider, M. Amis, V. Bourner, S. Cook, D. Martin, J. Anderson. 
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CHESS CLUB 
T
HE Chess Club proved so popular to State High students that it had to
split into two groups. Instructions were given to the beginner, and the 
advanced students worked to improve their game. The club was sponsore<i 
by Dr. Butler. 
,<;\ f • ,.
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Top Row-I. Cox, B. Anderson. V. Vander Weele. H. Meyer, H. Hobbs. J. Abrams, P. Grof­
vert, B. Adams, L. Meadows, L. Thompson. 
2nd Row-I. Crum, J. Ogden, M. Delano, D. Beebe, B. Gilbert, D. Barnes, A. Hilliard, Il. 
Laughead, D. Fooy, B. Cox. 
3rd Row-D. Lee, J. Toornman, D. Auxter, D. Husted, B. De Koning, J. Pattison, B. Shumaker, 
B. Heath, J. Knauss, J. Schrier. 
4th Row-R. Burnett, A. J-ako, D. Morton, R. Wooden, P. Nibbelink, D. Lambrix, W. Orwin, 
L. Meadows, J. Dorgan.
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BRIDGE CLUB 
T
HE club consists of boys and girls interested in bridge as a game, and also
interested in the social value. The beginners are aided by Miss Windsor, 
the club sponsor. Members who know the game, play for the duration of the 
hour and are given pointers on how to improve their game. By the end of the 
year they have become very skillful at the game. 
Top Row-B. Glendenning, J. Rosenbaum, J. Maltby, M. Rooney, M. Wilbur, M. Bigelow, 
E. Klepper, B. Malaney, J. Gilmore, D. Harsha, E. Peck, D. Gauss, J. McKinney, T. Law­
rence, G. Smith, R. Clark, J. Thayer. 
2nd Row-M. Fast, D. Krudner, J. Schrier, E. Harback, G. Boerman, S. Cook, M. Bradfield, 
M. Stelle, P. Harrington, M. Dawson, P. Feltes, I Folz. 
3rd Row-D. Martin, M. Martin, M. Roe, N. Gatenby, M. Hagerman, P. Fisher, C. Nichols, 
M. Kinney, P. VanHaften, J. Vanderberg, A. Hilliard.
4th Row-J. McCallum, C Richardson, J. Vanderlinde, B. Coleman, B. Wilson, J. Albertson, 
E. Frey, M. Lane, A. Leander, P. Ralston. 
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PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB 
T
HE Photography Club, under the sponsorship of Mr. Greenlee, this yea:
was divided into two groups. One group studied the theory and the ele­
ments of photography. They worked in the dark room learning the funda­
mentals of developing and printing. The other group studied portraits, special 
effects, and camera study. The members of the club gave lectures on different 
phases of photography in which they were interested. 
Top Row-R. Sherman, B. Shumaker, E. lhling, E. Koops, H. Meyer, F. Flaitz, B. Maloney. 
2nd Row-B. Little, A. Rogers, D. Krudner, P. Rooney, M. Wilbur, J. Dorgan. 
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ATHLETICS 




TATE High's 1941 football team won four victories out of a hard eight-game
schedule. It was the first season, however, that Coach Noble had lost 
more than three grid contests since his arrival at State High, five years ago. 
The Cubs tied Niles for second place in the Big Seven Conference. 
Two boys were given positions on the All City Team, Gale (Red) Kissinger 
and Don Seelye Frank McNutt was placed on the Big Seven's second team. 







13 - 2 St. Joseph 
6- 19 Alpena
0 - 12 Albion





12 - 2 Dowagiac 
20 - 0 South Haven 
0- 19 Niles
19 - 0 Buchanan 
Top Row-G. Kissinger, L. Burdick, W. Whiffin, C Miller, F. McNutt. 
2nd Row-B. Stimson, R. Myers, M. Johnson, H. Hanselman, J. Shile. 
3rd Row-C. Dean, D. Neeb, B. Smith, D. Seelye, J. Vandenberg. 
4th Row-H. Parker, J. Skoubus, G. Moran, B. Skinner, B. Williams, Mgr. 
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BASKETBALL 
C
OACH Noble, with only one player returning from last year's team, formed 
a team consisting mostly of Juniors Although the team had a losing 
season, the boys gained experience which will be helpful next year. 
In the middle of the season Coach Noble was called into the service of 
our country, as he was appointed an Air Corps Recreation Director. He had 
to report immediately to Lowry Field, Denver, Colo. The team was then taken 
over by Howard Kortes, a student at Wes tern Michigan College, who drilled 
the Cubs well, and helped them keep the fighting spirit that Coach Noble had 
taught them. 
The team will return almost intact next season, when Dave Arnold takes 
over the coaching duties. 
GAME RECORD 
State High 23 - 20 Dowagiac State High 28 - 36 Three Rivers 
State High 30 - 32 Ho!. Chris. State High 21 - 45 St. Joseph 
State High 17 - 20 South Haven State High 33 - 39 Buchanan 
State High 21 - 23 Buchanan State High 36 - 54 Niles 
State High 20 - 55 Three Rivers State High 29 - 55 Dowagiac 
State High 25 - 22 St. Joseph State High 23 - 35 Niles 
State High 27 - 21 South Haven 
Left to Right-M. Ritsema, G. Kissinger, N. Robbers, B. Fuller, D. Kirch, W. Whiffin, D. Neeb, 
D. Hanna, B. Meier, ). Vandenberg, H. Winchell.
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BASEBALL 
T
HE baseball team of 1941-1942 did not have a chance to take a spring trip
this year because we did not have a spring vacation. The team started the 
season off with South Haven. All but two of the games this year are with Big 
Seven teams. Only a few of the boys out for the team are seniors so this may 
mean a banner year for "43". 
Top Row-W. Meier, J. Thayer, G. Young, J. Broholm, D. Husted, B. Adams, J. Aube, B. 
Perrin, B. Roe, B. Williams, 0. LeMieux. 
2nd Row-J. Dunham, D. Neeb, M. Eicher, D. Seelye, H. Grifleon, M. Kinney, E. Dickinson, 
B. Malaney, H. Parker, B. Smith, J. Vandenberg, Coach Arnold.
3rd Row-J. Anderson, B. DeKoning, J. Toornman, B. Kistler, B. Lee, B. Lorentz, D. Ritsema, 
J. Young, B. Laughead, J. Stephenson, B. Cox.
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TRACK 
THE track team, with only a few men from last year's squad, and a tough 
schedule ahead, will not have a very well balanced team. The schedule 
starts out with the Western Michigan Relays and ends with the Reqionals and 
State meet. 
SCHEDULE 
May 2-Western Michigan Relays 
May 5-Three Rivers 
May 8-Conference at St. Joseph 
May I I-Paw Paw 
May 16-Regionals 
May 23-State Finals 
Top Row-A. Hilliard, T. Lawrence, 0. Townsend, J. Stoner, F. Flaitz, J. Field, B. Milham, 
D. Walsh. 
2nd Row-K. Hokenmaier, B. Stimson, J. McKinney, J. Skoubus, W. Orwin, E. Pelder.
3rd Row-J. Anderson, F. McNutt, G. Kissinger, B. Hanselman, B. Maloney, A. Lewis. 
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TENNIS 
T
HE tennis team of 1941-1942 has a tough schedule, and the only returning
veteran from last year's team is Bob Espie. There was an opportunity for 
all tennis players to try out for the team. 
The schedule started out with South Haven and there were eleven matches 
including two with Elkhart. Also there are the Regionals and the State High 
meet. 
SCHEDULE 
April 17-South Haven 
April 21-Sturgis 
April 23-Three Rivers 
April ZS-Elkhart 




May 23-Regionals at Kalamazoo 
May 29-Conference at St. Joseph 
June 5-State Finals at Ann Arbor 
Top Row-L. Purdy, A. Statler, D. Slusser, J. Norrix, D. Bailey, M. Johnson. 
2nd Row-G. Waber, J. Folz, B. Palmatier, J. VanBoven, N. Rabbers, B. Keville. 
3rd Row-D. Morton, B. Cowie, D. Barnes, B. Espie, C. Dean, L. Burdick. 
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GOLF 
THE golf team, after winning many games last year, hopes to come through 
with flying colors this year. Jack Rogers is returning from last year's team. 
There is a hard schedule ahead including the Regional and State meets. 
SCHEDULE 
April 17-South Haven 
April 24-Three Rivers 
May 2-St. Joseph 
May 6-Niles 
May 19-Dowagiac 
May 23-Regional at Kalamazoo 
May 29-Conference at St. Joseph 
June 5-State Finals at Ann Arbor 
Left to Righl-B. Miller, B. Pierce, J. Rogers, L. Lage, Mgr. 
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WHO'S WHO IN THE SENIOR CLASS 
Wesley Whiff in 
James Shiley 
Dean Hudnutt 













Cob Pierce . 
Bob Pierce . 



















Most Know It All 
Most Sarcastic 
Best Sport 
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FEATURES 
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NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY 
THE purpose of the National Honor Society is "to create enthusiasm for 
scholarship, to stimulate a desire to render service, to promote leadership, 
and to develope character in the students of American secondary schools". 
The members are chosen by the faculty from the upper scholastic third of their 
class. This year no members were chosen from the junior class and the mem­
bership is limited to 15% of the senior class. 
Top Row-Mary Eldridge, Joan Carter, Virginia Hodgson, Mary Caryl Marini. 
2nd Row-Kathryn Stimson, Betty Caldwell, Dean Hudnutt, Ruth Koffel. 
3rd Row-Phyllis Ralston, Marilyn Roe, Charles Dean. 
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IT HAPPENED HERE 
F 
OUR years ago we entered State High as timid Freshmen. We didn't ex­
pect to set the world on fire, and never dreamed that we would be around 
when anything important took place. But a lot of changes have been made 
during our regime and some of them have made history. 
September, 1938 
The new home room system was inaugurated and presidents from each of 
the nine homerooms were elected to act on the Student Council. Miss Kraft 
and Mr. Yntema were appointed as deans. 
The Freshmen girls (that's us) learned that new dance rage, The Lambeth 
Walk, in gym, hoil 
Mr. Wienier and Mrs. Whitney were added to the State High staff to teach 
Biology and Typing. 
The first printed copy of the Highlights was published. 
October, 1938 
Mr. Noble started his fourth year of coaching with the record of never 
having lost a season in any of the three major sports. 
Dr. Bryan made what is recorded as his shortest assembly speech: "Greet­
ings to all. You're excused" Oh, for the good old days. 
We were advised, "Do not slide down the banisters. Put one foot in your 
pocket and walk down like the Seniors." 
December, 1938 
All the students participated in a drive to raise money to pay for the 
uniforms of State High's first band. 
February, 1939 
The trophy case was moved from the study hall into the main hall. 
Bob Jones' band played for a swell Kay Kyser program. 
May, 1939 
State's baseball team beat Grand Rapids Central's class A team 4 to 1. 
June, 1939 
State's netter, Marsh Campbell, won the State class A singles champion­
ship. 
October, 1939 
Dr. Comfort and Mr. Joyce were added to the staff. 
The new classroom libraries were started to give us access to more refer-
ence books. 
Miss Dunn came to State to teach home economics to the girls. 
Dr. Waldo, president emeritus of Western State, died. 
State High clinched the Big 7 conference title by defeating South Haven 
20 to 0. 
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November, 1939 
The band in its second year had a membership of 30 and two fine drum 
majors. 
The Cubs closed their third undefeated season on the grid in live years. 
Kay Kyser was voted the most popular band among the State High-ites, 
with Benny Goodman, Tommy Dorsey, and Arlie Shaw following close behind. 
"South of the Border," "Scatterbrain," "Blue Orchids," and "My Prayer" were 
the best liked tunes. 
December, 1939 
Our class sponsored the annual Christmas Formal at the Park American 
Hotel. It was a wonderful dance if we do say so ourselves. The highlight of 
the evening was the announcement of the engagement of Mr. Householder and 
Miss Gardner. 
State was awarded live places on the All City Team. Remember the boys: 
Mulder, Cavanaugh, Broholm, Sangren, and Stillwell? 
"The Hit Parade" was chosen the best program on the student poll. 
A few brave boys wore "Convict" haircuts. The girls couldn't agree on 
the effect. Some liked th2m on tall, thin brunettes in the summer limE-, others 
on short boys, sometimes, and others, never. One bright girl said that they 
were a good method for isolation. To reciprocate, the girls whipped out their 
peroxide bottles. 
January, 1940 
On the 10th of this month each student had an identification photo taken. 
Awful, weren't they? 
The Council gave the first Leap Year dance (we call them Tum-Abouts 
now.) The boys loved ii and the girls were glad to have a chance to show 
the boys how they would like to have them act on a date, and visa versa. 
There was a sleigh ride the same month that had to be postponed because 
the weather was too cold. 
Mr. Parker replaced Mr. Joyce in Biology. 
February, 1940 
The Inquiring reporter asked: Do you favor Roosevelt for a third term 
and why? Six out of seven said "no" definitely. 
June, 1940 
Bill Honey, State's ace tennis player, won the class A championship. 
October, 1940 
Miss McRoberts replaced Miss Gardner in the physical educational de­
partment. Miss Gardner became Mrs. Householder the summer before school 
started. Mr. Lyons took Mr. Yntema's position as Dean of Boys and Mr. Green­
lee came to State High to teach U. S. history and chemistry. 
November, 1940 
State's colors were officially changed from brown and gold to blue and 
gold. The change was made by the request of the college authorities who 
wished the high school to have different colors than the college. 
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December, 1940 
The University of Michigan Club presented a bronze plaque to State High 
for the senior girl outstanding in scholarship, athletics, personality, and leader­
ship. 
State High debaters won three out of lour debates in the Western Mich­
igan Debate League Tournament. 
March, 1941 
The exciting elections were held in which no candidate for president or 
secretary received a majority of the votes, so a re-election was held. Our class 
came into its own place at last. 
June, 1941 
We gave the Jr.-Sr. Prom and it was sensational. The seniors liked it too 
but they had to make a few slighting remarks to show that they still had the 
last word. 
October, 1941 
The mural on Dr. Bryan's wall was finished. 
The announcement of three future State High-ites was made. Names: 
Householder, Wienier, and Bryan. 
December, 1941 
Japan attacked Hawaii, the Phillipines, Wake Island, and Guam Island. 
A number of former State High men were on duty in the Pacific at that time. 
February, 1942 
Coach Noble left State High alter seven years of outstanding athletic lead­
ership for a position as an army teacher. 
The students had a drive lo buy defense stamps and the Freshmen spon­
sored a drive to collect books for the soldiers. We are helping the government 
conserve rubber by riding the busses and Shank's horses. 
The art classes started to put a mural on the study hall wall depicting all 
phases of life in State High. Wouldn't it be nice if some of those people on 
the wall would come to life? 
April, 1942 
Alter announcing that seniors would be permitted to take two hour finals 
this year, the faculty went back in a huddle and decided that we would have 
one hour exams. WHOOPEE! 
The Student Council launched a big campaign for selling war stamps in 
the hall twice a week. The goal set was $300. 
June, 1942 
OUR Prom! It was pretty mello, but could anything compare to the one 
we gave last year. 
We graduated and left old State High for good with tears in our eyes and 
diplomas in our hands. It was hard to realize that it could go on without us­
we made it run. 
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LAST WILL AND TEST AMENT 
I, Larry Burdick, leave my Irish Setter red hair to Gale Kissinger to be 
used the same way I used mine. 
I, Joan Carter, do hereby bequeath my feud with the print shop to Miss 
Walker. 
I, Charles Dean, do hereby bequeath my way with the women to Dick 
Dumouchel. 
I, Leon Buckhout, do hereby bequeath my artistic ability lo Linden Griffin. 
I, Eleanor Klepper, do hereby bequeath my tall, Nordic beauty to Yvonne 
Mosier. 
I, Ronnie Myers, do hereby bequeath my manly proportions to Duncan 
Brodie. 
I, Mary Jeannette Perdew, do hereby bequeath my lead in next year's 
operetta to Joan Spitters. 
We, Jim Shiley and Bob Buckholz, do hereby bequeath our strong, silent 
appeal to Jack Vanderberg. 
I, Connie Sargent, do hereby bequeath my baton and the broken arms 
that go with it to Kathleen Hudson and Jean McClintic. 
I, Marilyn Roe, do hereby bequeath my unswerving faithfulness to the 
Fidelity Savings and Loan Association. 
I, Lloyd Meadows, do hereby bequeath my mild disposition to Don Seelye. 
I, Phyllis Ralston, do hereby bequeath my business acumen to the Council 
social committee to help it sell more tickets to the "Turnabout" next year. 
I, Iris Agar, do hereby bequeath my patience for all the noisy sophomores 
to the unfortunate monitor in next year's 1 00 study. 
I, Bob Gray, do hereby bequeath my abili ly to get along with the teachers 
to Bruce Cowie. 
I, Rolfe Powers, do hereby bequeath my Bond Street appearance to Dick 
Barnes. 
I, Liz Foley, do hereby bequeath my French linguistic ability to Miss 
Windsor to hand out to struggling first year French Students. 
I, Peggy Van Haften, do hereby bequeath my ability to flirt and get my 
men to Ann Hanselman. 
I, Lynn Thompson, do hereby bequeath my deliberateness to Wesley 
Lewis. 
I, Dick Slusser, do hereby bequeath my knowledge of the world to the 
Freshman class in hopes that they may be spared the cruelty of learning by 
experience. 
I, David Gauss, do hereby bequeath my cave man way with the women 
to Bob Malaney. 
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KALAMAZOO 
COLLEGE 
Founded in 1833 
KALAMAZOO COLLEGE is a privately endowed, co-educational, 
liberal arts institution. The carefully 
selected student body enjoys the intim­
acy and congeniality which only the 
small college can give. 
KALAMAZOO COLLEGE realizes the value of the broad liberal 
arts education in preparing young men 
and women for intellectual leadership 
At the same time exceptionally fine pre­
professional training is offered in a var­
iety of fields. 
KALAMAZOO COLLEGE offers distinctive cultural, social, and 
civic opportunities through its connec­
tions with a group of leading cultural 
organizations of the city. 
KALAMAZOO COLLEGE enjoys among high schools, universities, 
professional schools, a wide reputation 
for high academic standards To ade­
quately prepare a FEW of the BEST is 
its enduring purpose. 
Further information may be obtained from: 
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS 
KALAMAZOO COLLEGE - KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 
Phone 2-2019 





SECRET ARIAL SCIENCE 
OFFICE AND CALCULATING 
MACHINES 




E. C. STEW ART, Pres.
-1942-
COMPLIMENTS 
Miller & Boerman 
Sporting Goods 
330 W. Michigan Ave. 
KALAMAZOO 
It Pays to Play 
A. W. JOHNSON CO. 









MICHIGAN AT ACADEMY 
Little Brothers 
Coal, Coke, Feeds 
Seeds 
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LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT (Cont'd) 
I, Jean Craig, leave Central to Marilyn Hiller. 
I, Bob Crane, do hereby bequeath my ten o'clock "lift" to the Kalamazoo 
Fire Department. 
I, Jack Donley, do hereby bequeath my attraction for the "weaker" sex 
to Bill Milham. 
I, Mary Eldridge, do hereby bequeath my beautiful brown, loose-jointed 
eyes to Elsie, the Borden cow. 
I, Myralin Hagerman, do hereby bequeath my bit parts in the assemblies 
to Lois Schneider. 
I, Gertrude Hoppenbrauer, do hereby bequeath my hidden talents to 
aspiring Masquers. 
I, Doris Jesson, do hereby bequeath the far-away look in my eye to the 
United States submarine chasers. 
I, Dick Johnson, do hereby bequeath my horn to Gabriel. 
I, Jarvis Kay, do hereby bequeath my sinister eyes to Dracula. 
I, Eileen Kellogg, do hereby bequeath my strict adherence to the codes to 
femininity to Emily Post. 
I, Jackie King, leave State High for greener pastures. 
I, Marvin Kinney, do hereby bequeath my handball glove to Yehudi. 
I, Ruth Koffel, do hereby bequeath my lines to the Bell Telephone Company 
We, Frankie McNutt and Dick Sinon do hereby bequeath our hair to 
Kreml as examples of before and after. 
I, Dayle Martin, do hereby bequeath my scatterbrain to the Smithsonian 
Institute, in the interest of scientific research. 
I, Mary Caryl Martin, do hereby bequeath my little girl lisp to Betsy Lang. 
I, Bill Myers, do hereby bequeath my puzzled look to the Chess Club. 
I, Carl Miller do hereby bequeath my slow and plodding way to Felix 
Flaitz. 
I, Dorothy Musselman, do hereby bequeath my frank and truthful analysis 
of people to Walter Winchell. 
I, Dick Neeb, leave the State High girls mourning for me. 
I, Marilyn Parsons, do hereby bequeath my naturally curly blonde hair 
to Barb Canine. 
I, Dean Hudnut!, do hereby, in consideration of the reputation of State 
High, take my wit(?) with me. 
I, Harold Hanselman, leave Mart to face her last year without me. 
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Specialists 
-IN-
SMART YOUNG CLOTHES 
-FOR-
SMART YOUNG PEOPLE 
LEO'S 
MICHAEL J. LEO 
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BURDICK HOTEL 
KALAMAZOO'S FINEST 
One of the Really Fine Hotels of Michigan 
250 Rooms Fireproof Construction 
FREE PARKING CAFETERIA 
RESTAURANT POPULAR PRICES 
Best Wishes 
from 
Sally's Clothes Closet 
244 South Burdick Street 
ON GUARD ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
We stand ready to serve. There is a war to be 
won - and we consider it our first duty and real 
privilege to do our share in helping to win it. "Pre­
paredness" is a familiar word to a utility. It must 
always plan and build for the future. That is why 
Consumers Power Company today stands ready to 
meet this new emergency with gas and electricity 
on hand and ready. No matter what we are called 
on to do, every effort humanly possible will be 
made by our people to give industry and you the 
highest type of gas and electric service possible 
under existing conditions. 
CONSUMERS POWER COMP ANY 
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LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT (Cont'd) 
I, Gloria Collins, do hereby bequeath my never-failing ability to get to 
class just on time to Mercury. 
I, Milt Tohnson, do hereby bequeath my industrious nature to Bud Keville. 
I, Audrey Kite, do hereby bequeath my size 3 shoe and 20 inch waist to 
Betty Fuller. 
I, Bob Pierce, do hereby bequeath my luck in the Friday night sessions as 
well as in other things to any future Friday-nighter. 
I, Noreen Gatenby, do hereby bequeath my ferreting ability to Miss Kraft 
and Mr. Yntema. 
I, Wes Whiffin, do hereby bequeath my enigmatic personality to Greta 
Garbo who is no more secretive than I. 
I, Dean Harsha, do hereby bequeath my patience to Baby Snooks' Daddy. 
We, Beverly Scharer and Nanita Wetherbee, do hereby bequeath our in­
separability to that great old American dish, ham and eggs. 
We, Eugine Grashorn and Barbara Haas, do hereby bequeath our quiet 
manners and retiring dispositions to that shrinking violet, Bob Maloney. 
I, Jack Woods, do hereby bequeath my peaches and cream complexion 
to all girls who desire that school girl compexion. 
We, the State High Meanies, do hereby bequeath our school spirit at 
basketball games to the junior girls. 
I, Jackie Anderson, do hereby bequeath my never-failing school spirit to 
the oncoming freshmen in the hopes that by the time they get to be seniors, 
we will have better school spirit. 
I, Bob Baxter, do hereby bequeath my noisy disposition and shortness to 
the quiet, tall, youngster, Bob Gleason. 
We, Dorothy Bender and Virginia Hodgson, do hereby bequeath our suave 
sophistication to Jane Britton and Paula Harrington. 
I, Gracie Baerman, leave my hair-down. 
We, Joyce and Jessie Brown, do hereby bequeath our identity to next 
year's trig class to see whether they can use the fundamental relations in 
solving us. 
I, Betty Caldwell, do hereby bequeath my cherubic disposition to Dr. 
Bryan to use when students get under his skin. 
I, Ed Peck, do hereby bequeath my smoke filled locker to Eck-Rich to use 
as a smoke house. 
I, Jack Rogers, do hereby bequeath my winning smile and curly hair to 
Tommy Todd. 
We, Marilyn Root and Shirley Upjohn, do hereby bequeath our voices to 
Walt Disney to be used as sound effects. 
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The Upjohn Company 
Makers of 
Fi ne Pharmaceuticals 
for the Physician 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
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Stay as young 
as you are, 
But help us bring up 
these Underclassmen 
WESTERN'S CAMPUS STORE 
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LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT (Cont'd) 
I, Carol Seelye, do hereby bequeath my sense of humor to Dot Hubbell. 
I, Bob Smith, do hereby bequeath my golf clubs to Bill Miller. 
I, Kay Stimson, do hereby bequeath the rights to my silent passion to 
RKO for filming 
I, Bud Stimson, do hereby bequeath my Doctor Jekyll and Mr. Hyde per­
sonality to Jim Sweetland. 
I, Owen Townsend, do hereby bequeath my skill in tripping the light fan­
tastic to the dance club. 
I, Bob Weiss, do hereby bequeath my comfortable seat in the back row 
of Miss Walker's room to any student aspiring to sleep through English 
Ii terature. 
I, Bill Morgan, leave all my books with the answers written in to my 
brother, Jim 
I, Bob Obreiler, leave gladly. 
Founded 1888 
THE GARRETT AGENCY 
INSURANCE 
123 SOUTH BURDICK ST. 
KALAMAZOO 
Compliments of 
POWER S DEPA RTMENT STORE 
BEAU TY PAR L O R 
HIGHLANDER 
READ Y-TO-WEAR FU RS 
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WESTERN MICHIGAN COLLEGE 
OF EDUCATION 
WALWOOD HALL UNION BUILDING 
COMMITTEE MEETINGS 
DANCES 
MEN'S GAME ROOM 
BERTHA S. DA VIS ROOM -WOMEN'S LOUNGE 
EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE 
CLUB MEETINGS 













Oakland Drive at Austin St. Phone 3-1623 
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• • T O  THE HIGHLA NDER 
e1,au at 1942 
May success be your reward in the efforts you 
must earnestly strive to attain. 
It has been a real pleasure to work with the staff 
and advisors in the compiling of this book. 
-
The Wolverine Press 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
A. M. TODD COMPANY
1717 Douglas Avenue 
GROWERS, DISTIUERS AND REFINERS 
of 
PEPPERMINT AND SPEARMINT OILS 
Plantation at Mentha, Michigan 





FURNITURE, RUGS, BEDDING, 
Etc. 
201-223 N. Burdick St.










Fred J. Hotop & Co. 
31 7 W. Kalamazoo Ave. 
V ander Brook Bros. 
Meats and Groceries 
761- 765 Portage St.
Phone 2-1632 




The Marlborough 471 W. South 
TO THE CLASS OF 
42 
HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS 
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Gilmore Brothers 
Established 1881 










• FLORSHEIMS • PEACOCKS
e FREEMANS • VIT ALITYS
Specializing in Campus Sport Shoes 
V & A BOOTERY 
South Burdick St. 
"Smart Clothes" 
for the 
High School Miss 
• 
Coats - Suits - Frocks 
Formals - Sportswear 
Furs - Hosiery - Blouses 




Johnson's Drug Store 
VISIT 
M AHE R'S 
BUSINESS COLLEGE 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
PHILIP J. MAHER. President 
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PAPER has 
personality 
In choosing a paper for a 
publication, s e v e  ra 1 things 
must be taken into considera­
tion. The paper must be of 
good quality, yet well within 
the budget of the publication. 
It must have a character and 
appearance in keeping with 
the material to be printed on 
it. It must have certain qual­
ities that make for durability, 
too, for often publications of 
this sort are among the fond­
est keepsakes of school days. 
These are a few of the 
things we keep in mind when 
we are privileged - as we 
have been for several years 
- to supply the paper for
State High student publica­
tions.
B E RMI N GHAM 
and PRO SSE R 
Paper Merchants 
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 
H I G H L A N D E R  
SLAGER AND BOS 
QUALITY FOODS 
PHONE 
6 1 1 0 - 6 1 1 9 
FROSTED VEGETABLES AND FRUITS 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
W. J. BURDICK & SONS 
General 
Insurance 
315 S Burdick St. 
MYER MUSIC STORE 
RECORDS, RADIO, SHEET MUSIC 
PIANOS, BAND INSTRUMENTS 
SEWING MACHINES 
313 South Burdick Street 
QUALITY BAKING CO. 
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ARE 
Keep them enduring by the 
125 S. Burdick St. 
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN 
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EDUCATIONAL 
OPPORTUNITIES 
Exceptional Opportunities are offered high school 
graduates to continue their education _whether they 
seek a teaching career or some profession for which 
a fine foundation may be procured in the General 
Degree or Pre-Professional Courses. Accelerated 
programs are available in all fields, making gradu­
ation possible in three years thus giving the Nation 
an additional quota of young people to make up for 
the shortages in nearly all fields of endeavor. 
Emergency Courses such as Vocational Aviation 
Mechanics, Civilian Pilot Training, both primary 
and secondary; radio, various Industrial Arts 
Courses, the Secretarial Course and others may be 
obtained in the ordinary or accelerated programs. 
Special courses are also offered for those who wish 
to prepare for special branches of the Military 
Service. 
Western Michigan is unusually well equipped to 
give the service and efficiency needed in the educa­
tional field in these trying days. It is able to do this 
because of its splendid-physical equipment and the 
high standard achieved and maintained by its 
faculty. 
WESTERN MICHIGAN COLLEGE 
OF EDUCATION 
PAUL V. SANGREN, 
President 
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JOHN C. HOEKJE, 
Registrar 
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